Retirement Plan Services

Success in the hospital market
Driving increased participation and deferral rates

Client need
A large healthcare system wanted to increase plan health — particularly participation and
deferral rates. The Lincoln Financial team worked with a consultant firm, the plan sponsor,
and the sponsor’s plan committee to devise and execute the strategy that helped the plan
sponsor achieve its goals.

The solution
Client profile
Industry: Healthcare
Employees: 3,500
Types of plans: 403(b)
Assets: $140M

The consultant and the Lincoln team collaborated to devise and execute a participant
experience that included education from the Lincoln team and advice from the consultant.
The consultant worked closely with Lincoln, overseeing our role as provider and vetting
suggestions before bringing them to the plan committee.
 The consultant advocated with the plan committee to take steps to improve plan health.
A proposal was made to institute auto enrollment to help boost plan participation. The
plan sponsor wasn’t receptive at first, but the consultant helped the committee feel
comfortable that this industry trend could truly help its employees. The plan sponsor
adopted auto enrollment, which increased the participation rate by almost 20%.
 With the plan’s auto enrollment level at 2%, all agreed on the need to boost deferral
rates. Lincoln offered plan participants comprehensive personal support to drive
retirement readiness. A Lincoln retirement consultant (RC) was on-site for 50 days
over the course of a year, meeting one-on-one to offer holistic financial wellness and
retirement planning support. In addition, the consultant firm’s team of retirement
counselors was on-site more than 25 days to provide investment advice. The consultant
continues to encourage the plan sponsor to raise the auto-deferral rate and to consider
auto escalation to improve participant outcomes.

“We had goals to increase participation, deferral rates, and the overall health of the plan. We worked
very closely with the consultant firm and Lincoln Financial Group to develop and implement a plan
that provides the best investment choices for our associates and very comprehensive access to
resources to assist our associates with their retirement planning needs while providing assistance to
the plan with overall governance to ensure we are meeting all the fiduciary responsibilities as a plan
administrator. We were so pleased with the personal support from the retirement consultants from
both organizations who continue to be dedicated to helping us to reach our goals.”
– Healthcare plan sponsor
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Results
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The robust participant experience drove significantly higher deferral rates across all
participant age groups. In one year:
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Participants
who met with an
RC contributed
49% more.
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Defer by percentage
Defer by dollar amount
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Participants deferring by percentage
contributed 56% more when they met with
an RC at least twice; those deferring by dollar
amount contributed 60% more when they
met with an RC at least twice.
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The participation rate increased
from 75% to 94%.
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This information is presented solely for the purpose of educating the reader about the various employer-sponsored
plan services available. Lincoln Financial Group makes no representation that the material is appropriate or applicable
to all employers or participants. Lincoln Financial Group is the marketing name for Lincoln National Corporation and its
affiliates, including The Lincoln National Life Insurance Company, Fort Wayne, IN, and Lincoln Life & Annuity Company
of New York, Syracuse, NY. Variable products distributed by broker-dealer/affiliate Lincoln Financial Distributors, Inc.,
Radnor, PA. Affiliates are separately responsible for their own financial and contractual obligations. The program includes
certain services provided by Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp. (LFA), a broker-dealer (member FINRA, SIPC) and an affiliate
of Lincoln Financial Group, 1301 S. Harrison, Fort Wayne, IN 46802. Unaffiliated broker-dealers also may provide services
to customers.
This material is provided by The Lincoln National Life Insurance Company, Fort Wayne, IN, and, in New York, Lincoln Life
& Annuity Company of New York, Syracuse, NY, and their applicable affiliates (collectively referred to as “Lincoln”). This
material is intended for general use with the public. Lincoln does not provide investment advice, and this material is not
intended to provide investment advice Lincoln has financial interests that are served by the sale of Lincoln programs,
products, and services.
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